
WHY EMAIL MARKETING? 
 
Facebook: 1.59 billion (December, 2015) ... 
Instagram: 400 million (September, 2015) ... 
Twitter: 320 million (March, 2016) ... 
Google+: 300 million (October, 2013) ... 
LinkedIn: 100 million (October, 2015) 

Email is the preferred communication channel 
For many, social networks are a very personal form of communication used to keep up to date 
with friends & family. When people log in to their social media accounts, they are there to see 
photos and updates from people they know and care about. 
 
Email on the contrary, is a much more professional medium and people expect to receive 
information about products and services through that channel. 
 
In fact, studies show 72% people prefer to receive promotional content through email, compared 
to 17% who prefer social media. 
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Email has larger reach 
With Facebook boasting over 1 billion active users, Instagram with 400M and Twitter boasting 
255M, it’s tempting to believe that social media is the most effective way to reach the masses. 
These are impressive numbers, but what isn’t so frequently shared are the statistics on email 
usage. The total number of worldwide email accounts was 3.9 billion in 2013, and projected to 
reach 4.9 billion by 2017, according to Radicati. 
 
While this might seem surprising at first, think about your own online behavior: When you sign 
up for a website (like an online store), you have to enter your email address to create the 
account. You even need an email address to create a Facebook or Twitter account. What’s 
more, Facebook and Twitter use email to notify users of activity like when someone is tagged in 
a photo. 
 
Email is the currency of the web, and anybody who is online has an active email address. So 
when it comes to connecting with your prospects and customers, there’s no channel with a 
wider reach than email. 

Email drives conversions 
Most marketers are laser focused on driving conversions. Regardless of whether this is in the 
form of leads, sales, memberships, or a metric unique to your business strategy, the ultimate 
goal for marketers is to turn potential customers into paying customers. 
 
And when it comes to conversions, there isn’t a more powerful channel than email. 
In fact, the average click-through rate of an email campaign is around 3% (of total recipients), 
whereas the average click-through rate from a tweet is around 0.5%. 
 
This means you are 6x more likely to get someone to click-through to your website via email 
than you are from Twitter. As discussed earlier, your email subscribers have told you they want 
to hear from you – and this isn’t typically the case with social. 4.24% of visitors from email 
marketing buy something as compared to 2.49% of visitors from search engines and 0.59% 
from social media, according to a survey conducted by Monetate. 
What’s more, email is highly measurable. 
 

i.e... increase sales 
You want your email efforts to pay off in sales. By sharing information about your business 
through emails, you help customers see how valuable your product or service is, Bastian says. 
That leads to money in the cash register. 
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What kinds of emails bring in the most sales? The best way to increase sales through email 
marketing is to send a variety of emails to your customers, but there are a few types of emails 
that generally help drive sales more than others: 

New arrival email - a must for Capital Sportsman as their apparel line expands! 
When a hot new item, service or update arrives, an email spreads the word about this 
must-have product. In the email, include a link so shoppers can make a purchase instantly. 
Electronics giant, Apple, does this with its new products 
 
While these emails can boost sales, you can’t sell 24/7. Your customers want more than that. 
Every email you send can get customers one-step closer to making a purchase, which is why a 
variety of emails is the best strategy. Emails help you build trust, establish a relationship, and 
improve brand awareness – all of which play a role in the purchasing process. 

Email delivers your message 
If marketers have to choose between adding a subscriber to their email list, or gaining a new 
Facebook fan, they should go for the email subscriber every time, says Forrester Research. 
 
There are two key reasons why: 
First, 90% of email gets delivered to the intended recipient’s inbox, whereas only 2% of your 
Facebook fans see your posts in their News Feed. This is because Facebook limits the number 
of times your posts appear in the News Feed in an attempt to drive brands towards their paid 
advertising options. 
 
This is a big deal when it comes to getting your messages seen. 
 
On Facebook, if you post an update to your 10,000 fans only about 200 of them will even have a 
chance of seeing it in their News Feed. Alternatively, if you send an email campaign to 10,000 
subscribers at least 9,000 of them would receive it in their inbox. 
 
This means your message is 45 times more likely to be seen using email than Facebook. 
Secondly, your email subscribers have explicitly told you they want to hear from you when they 
signed up for your email list. There are strict laws and regulations around SPAM laws, so if 
you’re emailing a prospect or customer, it is because they gave you permission to. Now think 
about the ads in your Facebook News Feed – did you ask those companies to market to you? 
Probably not. More than likely, you performed a Google search or visited their website. That’s 
decidedly different than proactively signing up from an email newsletter. 
 
Email is the proven marketing channel to ensure your audience gets your message. 
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Email will be around forever 
Remember MySpace and Vine? What? 
 
The once-hot site was the largest social networking site in the world between 2005 and 2008, 
and in June 2006 surpassed Google as the most visited website in the United States. Yet where 
is MySpace now? Or Vine for that matter. All those users eventually moved on to other social 
networks, and the site is now the 1,500th most popular website in the United States. 
 
Imagine if you’d invested significant amounts of time and money building an audience on a 
platform, only to find it a ghost town just a year or two later. The impact on your ability to reach 
and engage potential customers would be catastrophic. 
 
Email on the contrary has a long history of stability. The first promotional email campaign was 
sent in 1978 to a total of 400 people, and email has been growing consistently since. 
Interestingly, the email space itself has evolved from a time where you needed a developer to 
build an email, to today where tools like Campaign Monitor empower the modern marketer to 
create and send beautiful branded emails. This shift has put the power of business email into 
the hands of more people. 
 
Building your email list, unlike building a social media following, is a stable long-term investment 
that will pay off for many years to come. 

Emails keep your business top of mind 
Email marketing can help your product or business remain top of mind to your consumers. 
Emails serve as gentle reminders about your business. Let’s say you run an auto body shop 
and regularly email your customers promotions and car maintenance tips. When Susie gets in a 
fender bender, your business springs to mind because of your consistent emails. As a result, 
Susie heads to your shop for repairs. Emails help you stay in front of your customers on a 
regular basis, Bastian says. 

Newsletters 
A company newsletter is a great way to update your customers about your business. The sky’s 
the limit for newsletter content. You can offer small history lessons about your business, talk 
about upcoming events, highlight employees, or offer industry-specific news and tips. The 
newsletter below even offers free downloads. 

A holiday email 
When a holiday rolls around, you can send your customers a holiday email. It can be a 
three-sentence email that wishes everyone a Happy New Year, or a colorful banner that 
celebrates the Fourth of July and offers customers a discount. It can be a nontraditional holiday, 
too. Either way, a holiday is a good reason to reach out to your customers. 
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Keep customers coming back with regular emails 
Emails help you build a lasting relationship with your customers. You don’t just want one-time 
customers; you want loyal customers who keep coming back again and again. Email marketing 
can make that goal a reality. By regularly reaching out to your customers, you encourage them 
to make another purchase. Just like bumping into a friend on the street can lead to meeting up 
for drinks later, an email works the same way. The email is the spontaneous meeting, and a 
purchase is the result. 
 
What kinds of emails keep repeat business booming? Again, a variety is best, but there are few 
emails, in particular, that help bring customers back into the sales cycle. 

Reorder emails 
If you have a product or service that is consistently needed, a reorder email is an excellent way 
to remind customers that it’s time to purchase. For instance, if you sell printer cartridges, you 
can send an email to a customer two weeks before the cartridge is set to run out. This requires 
some tracking, of course, but it’s a great way to encourage repeat business. 

Use emails to establish your authority 
Email marketing can help you establish authority in your field. You want to show customers that 
you know your business inside and out. Through creative emails you can showcase your 
knowledge without bragging. The best way to do that is to send emails that provide value to 
your customers. 
 
Plus, emails that provide value get shared. It’s like virtual word of mouth. When you send Bobby 
an email that’s helpful, he may forward it on to his buddy. You’re establishing your business as 
a leader in the industry and gaining customers. There’s an array of emails that can establish 
your vast array of knowledge. Here’s a look at three options: 

Product use tips 
Help your customers get more out of your product by giving them helpful advice. Offer 
maintenance tips or highlight features of a product. For instance, if you sell silver jewelry, you 
can send emails that show customers how to keep their accessories from tarnishing. A camera 
retailer sends this simple email to its customers. The email takes customers to a blog post that 
highlights winter maintenance tips. 

Industry news 
Give your customers information they care about by highlighting news in the industry. If you sell 
tax software, send an email about new deductions.If you sell women’s clothing, send an email 
like the one below that gives ladies a fashion tip. 
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fashion tip. 

 

Newsletter 
A newsletter is an effective way to share news, tips, how-tos, events and even a promotion or 
two. The mix of information makes newsletters valuable and informative. 
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When you want to grow your business, acquire new customers, launch a 

new product, offer a promotion, you turn to email. Why? Because email 

delivers better than any other channel. Email is 40 times more effective at 

acquiring new customers than Facebook or Twitter. 

 

* According to McKinsey, email is 40 times more effective at acquiring new customers than Facebook or Twitter 

 

 



But email marketing today is far different than 10 years ago. Technology 
has forever changed the way customers interact with businesses. 
Marketers looking to engage customers, differentiate their brand, and grow 
their businesses need to live and breathe these five new rules of email 
marketing. 

 
 
 

 
https://www.campaignmonitor.com/resources/guides/email-marketing-new-rules/ 
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18 Stats Email Marketers Ought to Know 
 
1) As of 2013, there are 3.6 billion email accounts (Radicati). 
2) 54% of emails sent by businesses are marketing messages (Epsilon).  
3) 838 billion marketing messages have been sent in 2013 (Forrester).  
4) 91% of consumers check their email daily (ExactTarget).  
5) 74% of consumers prefer to receive commercial communications via email (Merkle). 
6) The average clickthrough rate for B2B marketing emails in Q2 2013 was 1.7% 
(Epsilon). 
7) 60% of marketers believe email marketing produces positive ROI (Marketing 
Sherpa). 
8) 66% of consumers have made a purchase online as a result of an email marketing 
message (Direct Marketing Association).  
9) Email marketing has an ROI of 4,300% (Direct Marketing Association). 
10) 59% of companies are integrating email and social channels together 
(eConsultancy).  
11) 76% of email opens occur in the first two days after an email is sent (Alchemy 
Worx).  
12) 48% of emails are opened on mobile devices (Litmus).  
13) Only 11% of emails are optimized for mobile (Equinux).  
14) 69% of mobile users delete emails that aren't optimized for mobile (Litmus). 
15) Gmail opens have decreased by 27% since May (Litmus). 
16) 25% of emails are opened on iPhones (Email Client Market Share). 
17) Suppressing anyone in your list who hasn't engaged with your emails in over a year 
increases your deliverability rate by 3-5% immediately (HubSpot). 
18) 17% of marketers don't track or analyze email metrics for their organization (MEC 
Labs).  
 
These stats tell a compelling story: that email is still the preferred mode of 
communication for the majority of consumers, is still biggest driver of new leads, has an 
astronomical ROI, and should clearly be one of your marketing team's top priorities for 
2014. 
 
From: https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/email-marketing-stats-list#sm.000058k3jl13fbd1awldt1yhbtswi 
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It’s all about Mobile 
It’s a fast-paced, multi-device, multi-screen, mobile world. 60% of online adults in the US and 
UK use at least two devices each day 3. Mobile is at the epicenter of today’s digital experiences. 
From 2010 to 2015, email opens on mobile devices increased by 30% 4. But this is just part of 
the bigger story, in which online audiences are constantly moving between devices. 40% of 
online adults will sometimes begin an activity on one device and finish on another. 
 

 
 
 


